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H3D Overview

5.1 surround sound capture for pro audio, project                                    studios, live musicproduction, educational                                    applications and faith-based facilities as well                                   as professional broadcast and recording studios.  Based                                    on industry standard, patented Holophone Surround                                   technology, the H3-D offers a dedicated 5.1                                    design that brings theunit within the reach                                    of the growing market segment in need of surround                                   capture capability. The H3-D is easy to use,                                    making itthe ideal choice for situations that                                    have budget, engineering or spacerestrictions.                                    By shattering the price to performance barrier,                                   professional grade surround sound can now enter                                    the productionstream on all levels, further                                    enhancing the listening experience for the end                                   user. The H3-D features five multi-directional,                                    fullbandwidth microphone elements and a discrete                                    LFE microphone in oneintegrated capsule. The                                    unit offers LED verification of external phantom                                   power for ease of remote set-up, and is compatible                                   with all standard XLR mic inputs on recording                                    consoles, externalpre-amplifiers and location                                    recorders that provide phantom power.  The                                    H3-D is a powerful tool for engineers, content                                   producers and artists on all levels to craft                                    realistic and exciting surroundsound tracks.        -   World's                                      most inexpensive Professional Surround Sound                                     Microphone.       -   Breaks the price to performance barrier                                      for all surround captureneeds.       -   Takes the guesswork out of recording 5.1                                      Channel SurroundSound.       -   Designed from the ground up to be a simple,                                      cost effective tool forsingle point-source                                      capture of  three-dimensional audio.      -   Eliminates the need for complex, expensive                                      and time-consumingmultiple-Microphone Surround                                      set-ups.       -  Hassle-free set-up. Super easy to use. Includes                                      5.1 microphonesin one device.       -   Based on patented Holophone Surround Audio                                      capturetechnology, popularized by the highly                                      successful Holophone H2-PROSurround Microphone.     Holophone Surround Sound Microphones are designed to make Surround Sound capture andrecording simple and accessible to new and emerging markets in areas where it's beentraditionally too expensive or too complicated for production. With the HDTV and 5.1 channelhome theater revolution in full swing, content creators are faced with the challenges of providingrealistic surround sound to a growing number of viewers in many diverse markets. HolophoneProducts are specifically designed to take cost and complexity out of the equation for capturingsurround sound, and to simply and instantly provide a sonic three-dimensional feeling of "beingthere" as the end result to the viewer.  
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